Les Belles Assiettes

Disponible de 11h30 à 23h00 | Finest Dishes – available from 11:30am to 11pm
CAVIARS

OSSETRA PRESTIGE
SERVED WITH BLINIS AND CONDIMENTS
30G/ 98.-

OSSETRA KRISTAL
SERVED WITH BLINIS AND CONDIMENTS
50G/ 230.-

L’ECAILLER

3 SPECIALITIES :
KYS N°2-3
POGÉT N°4-3
GILLARDEAU N°3

9 OYSTERS/ 56.-
TAPAS

MIX OF MEZZE AND PITA BREAD
Tarama flavored with lemon caviar/piment d’espelette, pita bread
Chickpea hummus crispy, origano
Eggplant Babaganous, fresh coriander, pequillos
32.-

GRUYÈRE CHEESE AOP BEIGNETS DE VINZEL & FIG MUSTARD
8 PIECES / 24.-

BALIK SMOKED SALMON INGOT
Green apple, alpage butter and campaign bread
46.-

PLANCHETTE VILLARDOISE
Dry lard, dried meat with herbs, alpage ham, vegetables with vinaigar and rye bread
38.-

PLANCHETTE ANNIVIARDE
Dried meat from Valais, dry lard, dry meat with herbs gruyère, tomme fleuri, vegetables pickles and rye bread
34.-

ALPINS CHEESE SELECTION
Tome vaudoise / vacherin frigourgeois / bleu de st gall / gruyère “caramel” 32 months / fresh goat cheese
28.-
THE CLASSICS

PLAIN CEASAR SALAD
SALAD, GARLIC BREAD, PARMESAN, ANCHOVY AND CEASAR SAUCE

28.-

CHICKEN & BACON CEASAR SALAD
SALAD, GARLIC BREAD, PARMESAN, CHICKEN, BACON, ANCHOVY AND CEASAR SAUCE

36.-

BURRATA & ANCHOVY CANTABRIQUE CEASAR SALAD
SALAD, GARLIC BREAD, PARMESAN, BURRATA, ANCHOVY AND CEASAR SAUCE

34.-

SQUASH SOUP
CURRY, GINGER, OLD GRUYÈRE AND BREAD STICK

24.-

BEEF TARTAR CUT WITH KNIF
BLACK TRUFFLE CHIPS

46.-

PROPOSAL OF THE DAY
LET YOURSELF BE TEMPTED BY A SUGGESTION EXPRESSLY CONCOCTED BY OUR CHEFS

42.-
THE ESSENTIALS

LOBSTER’S ROLL
SERVED WITH PAPRIKA SMOKED CHIPS
LOBSTER, BISQUE MAYONNAISE, SALAD, PIMENT D’ESPELETTE
48.-

CHICKEN & BACON CLUB SANDWICH
FRENCH FRIES
32.-

SMOKED SALMON CLUB SANDWICH
FRENCH FRIES
36.-

CHEESEBURGER
SERVED WITH FRENCH FRIES
BAKER’S BREAD, HOME-MADE MINCED STEAK, CARAMELISED ONIONS,
PICKLES, RED LOLLO SALAD, TOMATOES, BURGER SAUCE
42.-

VEGAN BURGER AU CHARBON
SERVED WITH FRENCH FRIES
2 VEGAN STEAK, BREAD, VEGAN MAYONNAISE,
SALAD, TOMATOES, CARAMELIZED ONIONS, PICKLES
38.-

RACLETTE HOT SANDWICH
BAGUETTE BRIOCHE, FARM HAM, RACLETTE CHEESE AND PEPPER ONIONS
32.-

TRUFFLE CHIPS EXTRA
SUPP/12.- INSTEAD/4.-
FRENCH FRIES EXTRA
8.-
PASTRIES FROM CHEF RAMON

SALTED SUGAR & CINAMONE

16.-

MERINGUES & GRUYÈRE DOUBLE CREAM

14.-

CHOCOLATE COOKIE

VANILLA ICE CREAM, CHOCOLATE SAUCE
SALTED CARAMEL

18.-

ICE CREAM

VANILLA, CHOCOLATE, PISTACHIO, COFFEE

6.- / SCOOP

SORBETS

LEMON, APRICOT, PEAR

6.- / SCOOP